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Driving impression: Moore DPGOOA Tandem Uni-drill 

Moore than just a direct drill 
Having carved out a reputation as one of the main direct-sowing players with 

its original Uni-drill, Moore is p u s h g  its latest machine's credentials . 
as an all-rounder, capable of handling the whole spectrum of conditions, .> from fine tilth to stubble. Martin Rickatson looks over a 6m Tandem model 
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Driving impression: Moore DPGOOA Tandem Uni-drill 

capitalise on the ong 
n-love to min-till, with 
drill incarnation, the Tandem. The 
firm stresses that the new machine 

in between. That's the claim. 
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Folded wing displays key Tandem parts. Left to 
wheels, two rows of angled 

I 
coulters, cast iron press rings. 

I 
The dnll ~Hra~sed up by the drawbar and rear 

of supply issues It clearly remains [: 
to be seen how this may affect seed 
funowldepth consistency. ,'. 
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Nestled up next to each disc unit :' 

is a 30mm tungsten carbide-tipped .. 

seedtube coulter. Max disc pressure 
is 150kg per disc coulter, rising to 
195kg with a full 1.5t seed hopper. 
A drawbar-mounted hydraulic ram, 
which again uses spacers to alter 
the chassis weight transfer, allows ,, - 
either front or rear press wheels to ( 4 
take the majority of the weight. $ 
There is 125mm of disc coulter UP/ 11. I Tandem uni-driilfolds in two halves to 3m 
down movement to allow them to ti:; trmpofl MdB, Thismeans there'snoneed 
ride over large seedbed obstacles / ' to crawl underneath for access to discs etc. 
and follow ground contours. While . 
Moore claims the high inertia discs . . 
reduce the risk of coulter bounce, Press wheels leave a corrugated 
settling seed into the bottom of the finish, firming the soil around the 
furrow at higher drill speeds can be seed furrow, but leaving it loose up 
a problem; seeds bounce out of the on the ridge between the rows to 
furrow bottom befo~e the soil falls 1- protect seedlings by channelling 
back into place. Plastic 'rebounder' water and reducing wind damage. 
strip inserts behind eachcoulter will ' 5 :  The slim, centrally mounted seed 
be fitted to counter this. , hopper and drill metering system 
The spacing between the staggered , come courtesy of French marketing 
disclcoulter pairs is 16.6cm, which . partner Sulky. Hopper capacity is 
Moore says allows flow-through of , 2,250 litres/l.5t, while a spacious, 
trash, while the disc coulter angle , rear-mount platform provides good 
reduces hairpinning. Again, as our operator access. If loading from the 
field had been ploughed, we were rear is the only option, though, this 
unable to verify this. does place the man on the platform 
At the rear, 500 x 66mm cast iron in the path of the telehandler boom 
press wheels are again sprung to - considerable care needed. 
ensure rhev follow the discs. The The ho~oer  feeds Sulkv individual 
wheels feakre chamfered edges to peg-feed seed boxes, courtesy of a 
close the seed slot laterally. Drills hydraulic-dnve fan unit. A stepless 
are sold as standard with scrapers, gearbox offers 600-0.5kgha posslble 
although these are rarely needed seed rates, and seed transfer from 

hopper to coulters is chrect, with no 
central 'fountain' or upward seed 
movement, reducing required fan 
pressure; for wheat seed, a 2.800rpm 
fan speed is recommended. 
The chass~s and frame are bu~lt of 
tough-build box sechon, and Tlmken 
tapered sealed roller beatmgs are 
used throughout There is no bottom 
section to the drill, wlth the two 3m 
seeder wing halves foldmg upwards, 

& 

boron steel dim angled P vertically, 
1.5O horizontally, 125mm wulter up/ 

down movement, serrated units fitted 
from June 2003,301nm tungsten 
carbide.timed seedtube coulters , 8 

~~ ~ 

~r~pc~wid$h: ~- 

Weight: 
I Ransport wheel kit: 550145-22.5 

1 ~ydraulic & - ~ h r e e  da spooli,I 
90 l~treslmin flow 

I price: ~36,700. 

meanmg no need to crawl under the 
drill for d~sc/coulter mamtenance. 
Only downside to t h ~ s  is that, m t h s  
format, Moore cannot go any further 
up the model slze scale - a folded 
8m machine would exceed UK road 
transport height limlts 

Summary: Moore would seem to 
have broken out of its 'direct drill 
specialist' pigeon-holing with the 
Tandem, which puts the firm head- 
to-head with the bigger UK, German 
and Swedish seeder players. Well- 
designed and well-built, it remains 
to be seen whether the Tandem unit 
convinces UK buyers of its potential 
all-round versatility. 

Contact Moore on: 
www,minimum-tillaae.com 
PHONE +44 (0)28276 64444 
FAX +44 (0)28276 65696 


